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AGENDA

Part III. Teaching Demonstration: Let’s 
Make It Happen 

Part II. Experience Sharing: My Students’ 
Motivation and Engagement

Part I. Participatory Teaching Approach
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““““Tell me and I forget,

teach me and I may remember,

involve me and I will learn.”

Benjamin FranklinBenjamin FranklinBenjamin FranklinBenjamin Franklin
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Newsletter Project
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CLASS PREPARATION
(Topic: Finding 
Balance in Food)

My Indicator: 3Ps & 5Cs
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• National Standards in Foreign Language 
Education: The 3Ps

Perspectives

ProductsPractices6
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3Ps Meaning
(National Standards for Foreign Language 

Education Project)

Topic: Finding 
Balance in Food

Products • tangible
• intangible 

• Different dishes

Practices • the patterns of interactions 
and behaviors

• the use of the product

• What do we eat for 
breakfast in Taiwan?

• What do Italians eat 
for breakfast?

Perspectives • the perspectives, meanings, 
attitudes, values, beliefs, 
ideas, etc.

• represent a culture’s view of 
the world

• What’s their 
definition of a good 
breakfast?

• How does their 
breakfast show 
balance in food?

What should I teach based on 3Ps?
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Culture

Connections

CommunitiesComparisons

Communication

• National Standards in Foreign 
Language Education: The 5 C's
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5Cs Meaning
(National Standards for Foreign Language 

Education Project)

Topic: Finding 
Balance in Food

Communication • the use of language for 
communication in real-life 
situations

• communicate
• interpret
• show cultural 

understanding
• present

Culture • become more flexible when 
they understand other 
people's points of view, 
ways of life, and 
contributions to the world

• learn and experience 
other food cultures

Connections • connect with other
disciplines and acquire
information and diverse
perspectives

• use the language to 
function in 
explaining nutritional 
science

How do I help my students learn 
based on 5Cs?
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5Cs Meaning
(National Standards for Foreign Language 

Education Project)

Topic: Finding 
Balance in Food

Comparisons • encouraged to compare 
and contrast languages 
and cultures

• discover patterns
• make predictions
• analyze similarities 

and differences in 
different food 
cultures

Communities • communicate and interact 
with cultural competence
to participate in 
multilingual communities 
anywhere

• communicate
• interact

How do I help my students learn 
based on 5Cs?
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CLASS PREPARATION
(Topic: Finding 
Balance in Food)

My Approach for 
Teaching Culture: PTA
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I. Participatory Teaching Approach

� Paulo Freire, a Brazilian language educator

� TPA: language literacy education

� Goal:

� Language learning is used as a tool to provide solutions to 
social problems that impact learners in their daily lives.

� Content:

� It begins with content that is meaningful to students and any 
forms worked upon emerge from that content

� It incorporates themes or topics that affect or interest learners.

� Students:

� take ownership of their learning 

� collaborate with other classmates 

� find solutions to social issues that affect them
12
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Principles Activities 

Topics • students’ 
experiences in 
their real life

• What do they eat for their 
breakfast?

• What is a good breakfast?

The 
Teacher’s 
Role

• a guide 
• a facilitator
• a co-learner

• initiate the talk 
• use the reading content as the 

base to bring out the activities
• offer language teaching when it’s  

needed

The 
Student’s 
Role

• problem-posing
• problem-solving
• collaborating

• compare & contrast their breakfast 
with the belief of the food balance 
in another culture

• reflect upon their ideal breakfast
• work with others through 

pair/group discussions

A Class Adopting the Participatory Approach
Topic: Finding Balance in Food
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II. Experience Sharing: My Students’ 
Motivation and Engagement

�Brief Introduction: 

�Course: General English for Sophomore Students

�Level: Level 7 (CEFR: B1 to B2)

�Textbook: Q-Skills 3 Reading & Writing

�Topic: Finding Balance in Food
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CLASS SESSION
(Topic: Finding 
Balance in Food)

My Class: 
Finding Balance in the 
Breakfast They Brought
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�Breakfast from each group

�Cellphone for taking pictures & using 
google slides

�PPT for class on the Google Slides:
https://goo.gl/8Axn67 for:
� instructions for the teacher & the students

� the reading content as the background knowledge

� the extra cross-cultural learning activities

� the public display of students’ work

� the oral and the written presentation
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Video of the Class: 
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III. Teaching Demonstration: 
Let’s Make It Happen 

� Please download Google 
Slides.

� Here’s the link: 
https://goo.gl/8Axn67
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不聞不若聞之，聞之不若見之，見之不若知之，知之不若行之；學至於行之而止矣。
I hear and I forget, I see and I remember, 
I do and I understand.
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